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Simultaneously Transmitting and Reflecting (STAR)
Intelligent Omni-Surfaces: Modeling and

Implementation
Jiaqi Xu, Yuanwei Liu, Xidong Mu, Joey Tianyi Zhou, Lingyang Song, H. Vincent Poor, and Lajos Hanzo.

Abstract—Given the rapid development of advanced electro-
magnetic manipulation technologies, researchers have turned
their attentions to the investigation of smart surfaces for en-
hancing the radio coverage. Simultaneously transmitting and
reflecting intelligent omni-surfaces (STAR-IOSs) constitute one
of the most promising categories. Although previous research
contributions have demonstrated the benefits of STAR-IOSs in
terms of its wireless communication performance gains, sev-
eral important issues remain unresolved, including both their
practical hardware implementations and their accurate physical
models. In this paper, we address these issues by discussing
four practical hardware implementations of STAR-IOSs, as
well as three hardware modeling techniques and five channel
modeling methods. We clarify the taxonomy of the smart surface
technologies in support of further investigating the family of
STAR-IOSs.

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing research interest in the topic of reconfig-
urable intelligent surfaces (RISs) and the stringent require-
ments of beyond-5G wireless communication networks un-
derline the need for developing smart surfaces that are more
flexible and powerful [1]. The RIS, with its ability to control
the phase shifts of its reflected signal purely relying on passive
tunable parts, has been envisioned as a key enabler for the
fledgling smart radio environment (SRE) concept [2]. How-
ever, conventional reflecting-only RISs impose topological
constraints on their deployment because they can only reflect
signals to one side of the surface, while leaving any users
located at its back side in service outage [3].

To address this limitation, there are an increasing number
of research contributions that consider an alternative type
of smart surface that allows wireless signals incident on
either side of the surface to be simultaneously reflected and
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transmitted. For instance, the authors of [4] proposed the
simultaneously transmitting and reflecting RIS (STAR-RIS)
concept for achieving 360 degrees SRE coverage. In [5], the
authors introduced the concept of intelligent omni-surfaces
(IOSs), which are capable of serving mobile users on both
sides of the surface.

Compared to reflecting-only RISs, the key advantages of
simultaneously transmitting and reflecting intelligent omni-
surfaces (STAR-IOSs1) lie in their ability to simultaneously
reflect and transmit signals with independent and tunable
phase-shifts. Various research contributions have demonstrated
the superiority of simultaneously transmitting and reflecting
intelligent omni-surfaces (STAR-IOSs) over reflecting-only
RISs. For example, in [6], Xu et al. demonstrated the extended
coverage of STAR-IOSs by proposing channel models for both
the near-field and far-field regions. It was shown that the
STAR-IOS achieves a 360◦ coverage and facilitates attaining
full diversity orders for users at both sides. In [7], Mu et
al. showed that STAR-IOSs have enhanced tunable degrees-
of-freedom, compared to reflecting-only RISs. Specifically, a
convenient signal model and practical operating protocols were
proposed for STAR-IOSs. The authors of [8] jointly optimized
the STAR-IOS phase shift design and beamforming at the base
station. Their numerical results showed the performance gain
of STAR-IOSs over reflecting-only RISs in terms of the sum-
rate of multiple users in the network.

While STAR-IOSs attain various benefits, such as im-
proving the coverage of the SRE, this is achieved at the
cost of additional hardware requirements and the feasibility
of implementing STAR-IOSs is not well documented. More
specifically, the following fundamental questions have to be
answered:

• Q1: How can STAR-IOSs be implemented?
• Q2: Can STAR-IOSs achieve independent control of both

the reflected and transmitted signals?
• Q3: How can the phase shift or amplitude change that

a STAR-IOS imposes on the reflected and transmitted
wireless signals be characterized?

• Q4: How can the received signal power and performance
gain of receivers at both sides of the STAR-IOS be
calculated?

We comprehensively answer these questions by summariz-
ing and connecting existing research contribution concerning
the implementation, hardware models, and channel models of

1Since STAR-RISs and IOSs share similar concepts in the existing literature,
in this work, we use the term STAR-IOS for consistency.
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Fig. 1. Framework for analyzing STAR-IOSs. (a) PIN diode empowered STAR-IOS [5], (b) antenna empowered STAR-IOSs [9], (c) DOCOMO’s smart
glass [10], (d) graphene empowered STAR-IOSs.

STAR-IOSs. Specifically, we propose a general framework for
the analysis of STAR-IOSs. The main contributions are as
follows:

• We summarize four promising techniques that may be
used for implementing STAR-IOSs, which also allow the
independent control of both the reflected and transmitted
signals.

• We present three hardware models for STAR-IOSs. These
models characterize the tuning capability of STAR-IOSs
at different levels of accuracy.

• We categorize the associated channel models into five
types, one for calculating the far-field channel gain, one
for the near-field, as well as three other physics-based
channel models. The pros and cons of these channel
modeling methods are also discussed.

As illustrated in Fig 1, our study of the STAR-IOS relies
on three steps. Firstly, a specific STAR-IOS implementation is
chosen, which can either be patch-array based or metasurface
based and Q1 and Q2 will be answered in this step. Next,
according to the physical properties of the STAR-IOS imple-
mentation selected, we adopt an appropriate hardware model
for characterizing the reflection and transmission coefficients
of the STAR-IOS and will answer Q3. Finally, depending both
the application and the amount of tolerable error, we find
suitable channel modeling methods of calculating the channel
gain of the STAR-IOS-assisted system. The performance gain
attained may then be further derived based on the channel
models, thus answering the final question, Q4. One tangible
benefit of our approach is the resultant clear distinction be-
tween the imperfections of the hardware model and those of
the channel model, as discussed further below.

II. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATIONS FOR STAR-IOSS

How the STAR concept can be implemented based on
practical hardware designs is one of the most pivotal questions
in research of STAR-IOSs. To address this issue, in this

section, we survey and categorize the possible implementation
options of STAR-IOSs to achieve independent control of the
reflected and transmitted signals.

There are various tunable surface designs which are poten-
tial candidates for realizing STAR-IOSs. In [2], the authors
pointed out an intuitive difference between natural and arti-
ficial materials (RISs in general), namely that natural mate-
rials exhibit an uniform EM properties along their tangential
directions, while artificial materials exhibit either a periodic
or quasi-periodic nature. In terms of the periodic structure,
we can loosely classify the hardware implementations of
STAR-IOSs into two categories, namely the patch-array based
implementations and the metasurface based implementations.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the patch-array based implementations
consist of periodic cells having sizes on the order of a few
centimetres. Because of their relatively large sizes, each cell
(patch) can be made tunable by incorporating either PIN
diodes or delay lines. By contrast, the matasurface based
implementations have periodic cells on the order of a few
millimetres, possibly micrometres, or even molecular sizes.
Hence they require more sophisticated controls of their EM
properties, such as the conductivity and permittivity. Below,
we provide a brief overview of a pair of patch-array based
implementations and two metasurface based implementations.
All these hardware implementations have had successful pro-
totypes built or rely on strong theoretical evidence in support
of their feasibility.

A. Patch-array Based STAR-IOSs

1) PIN Diode Empowered Implementations: For patch-
array based implementations, both the ph ase and amplitude
response can be tuned by applying different bias voltages to
the positive intrinsic negative (PIN) diodes. In [5], the authors
presented a STAR-IOS prototype relying on the PIN diode
empowered implementation. This implementation is the most
popular design for both RISs and STAR-IOSs since PIN diodes
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TABLE I
COMPARING DIFFERENT IMPLEMENTATIONS OF STAR-IOSS.

Implementation
methods Operating frequency STAR-IOS prototypes Tuning mechanism Independent reflection

/transmission control
Patch-array

based
Low to high frequency
(10KHz up to 1GHz)

PIN diode empowered Bias voltages on PIN diodes Difficult to achieve
Antenna empowered Lengths of delay lines Can be achieved

Metasurface
based

Super high frequency
to visible light frequency

DOCOMO’s smart glass Distance between substrates Theoretically achievable
Graphene empowered Conductivity of graphene Can be achieved

are of low-cost and are voltage-controlled. The drawback of
this implementation is that since PIN diodes only have two
states, namely, “ON” or “OFF”, this implementation can only
support a finite-cardinality reflection and transmission coeffi-
cient set. Moreover, for a given state of all the PIN diodes,
the reflection and transmission coefficients are coupled. As a
result, the PIN diode empowered implementation struggles to
mimic independent control of both reflection and transmission
unless a sufficiently high number of PIN diodes are used for
each patch element.

2) Antenna Empowered Implementations: The concept of
phased-array antennas may be readily extended to STAR-IOSs
with some minor modifications. As illustrated in Fig. 1(b),
according to [9], each antenna empowered STAR-IOS cell
actually consists of two antenna elements, which are connected
by a tunable delay line (waveguide). The antenna elements
facing the incident wave operate similarly to the reflecting-
only RIS elements but a certain fraction of the incident
energy is transferred along the delay lines and it is re-radiated
into the transmission space. The phase of the transmission
coefficient of each cell is determined by the length of the
delay line. Thus, the phase shifts of both the reflected and the
transmitted signals can be independently adjusted. However,
the drawback of this implementation is that the delay line
may impose a considerable energy losts. If the desired phase
shift of the transmitted signal is high, the amplitude of the
transmission coefficient will be reduced. Thus, the amplitude
and phase of the transmission coefficient are correlated in this
implementation.

B. Metasurface Based STAR-IOSs

1) DOCOMO’s Smart Glass: A popular prototype of the
metasurface based STAR-IOSs is the transparent dynamic
metasurface designed by researchers at NTT DOCOMO, Japan
(Fig. 1(c)). According to [10], the metasurface supports the
manipulation of 28 GHz (5G) radio signals. It allows dynamic
control of both of the signal’s reflection and transmission while
maintaining transparency of the window. By adjusting the
width of the dielectric material and its distance between sub-
strates, the smart glass can be switched into different modes,
such as full penetration (transmission), full reflection, and
partial reflection. DOCOMO revealed that they are working
on more sophisticated tuning techniques and will use them in
future trials.

The main advantage of DOCOMO’s smart glass is that
owing to its transparency in the visible light frequency range,
it can be aesthetically integrated into buildings. However, its
drawback is that it does not have the ability to dynamically re-
configure itself as the PIN diode empowered implementations.
Moreover, adjusting the distance between substrates may affect

the reflection coefficient of the entire surface instead of only
reconfiguring a particular element.

2) Graphene Empowered Implementations: It has been
widely exploited that a single graphene layer has extraordinary
properties, including a beneficial EM wave response that may
also be used for building STAR-IOSs. More importantly, to
realize futuristic envisions such as smart surfaces assisted vis-
ible light wireless transmission and wearable skin-like smart
surfaces, we might have to relay on graphene empowered
technologies. Indeed, there are already experimental graphene-
based RF devices [11]. To achieve reconfigurability, a single
layer of graphene has tunable reflection and transmission
coefficients by adjusting its conductivity. Moreover, a pe-
riodic stack of graphene layers is capable of acting as a
tunable spectrally-selective mirror. We may summarize that
for graphene empowered STAR-IOSs, even the separation of a
combined signal might become feasible based on the different
carrier frequencies or polarizations. In a nut shell, graphene
empowered implementations might open extraordinary possi-
bilities for the design of smart radio environments once their
fabrication process becomes more economical.

C. STAR-IOS Implementations and Operating Frequencies

Naturally, almost all designs can only operate as desired
within a certain frequency range. This is because in order for
the STAR-IOS to apply the desired phase shifts and wave-
front transformations both to the transmitted and reflected
signals, the length of periodicity in STAR-IOSs has to match
the wavelength of the wireless signal. For the patch-array
based implementations, the periodicity is usually chosen to
be between 0.5λ to 0.7λ, where λ is the wavelength of the
wireless signal [12]. According to this relationship, the patch-
array based STAR-IOSs are suitable for assisting wireless
communication up to 1GHz carrier frequency. For wireless
signal having higher frequency and for visible light commu-
nication, metasurface based STAR-IOSs are required.

D. Summary and Outlook

In conclusion, all the above-mentioned STAR-IOS imple-
mentations achieve independent control of the reflected and
transmitted signals, when an adequate number of control
units is applied to each element. However, there is a trade-
off between the phase/amplitude control accuracy and design
complexity. Furthermore, a more accurate control can be
achieved at the expense of increasing the energy consumed
per adjustment and the time delay of each adjustment. In
Table I, we summarize the operating frequency and tuning
mechanism of each STAR-IOS implementation discussed. It
is worth noting that the current development of STAR-IOS
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Fig. 2. Conceptual comparison between different models for the patch-array based STAR-IOS implementations, where Ym and Zm are the surface electric
and magnetic impedances, χab is the surface susceptibility dyadics and ( ~E, ~H) are the electric, and magnetic components of the corresponding EM fields.

prototypes is still at an early stage. For future development
of the hardware design and manufacture of STAR-IOSs, we
need to find solutions to make STAR-IOSs more scalable,
while maintaining the tunability of each individual element.
This can be achieved by leveraging the recent achievements
in metasurface technology and nano-engineering [2].

III. HARDWARE MODELS FOR STAR-IOSS

As discussed in Section. II, different STAR-IOS implemen-
tations are rather different in terms of their tuning mechanisms.
However, we require a unified technique of modeling the effect
of these surfaces on the wireless signal. Explicitly, we have
to find an accurate hardware model for characterizing the EM
wave response of the STAR-IOSs. From a tangible physical
perspective, modeling a smart surface is equivalent to the
problem of studying the boundary conditions of the EM field
at the surface. However, the interaction of an arbitrary field
with the STAR-IOS is an intrinsically complex problem. All
existing hardware models rely on certain levels of approxi-
mations based on their own different assumptions. Our next
objective is to demonstrate and compare these assumptions, as
well as to reveal the physical abstractions behind each model.

A. The Phase-Shift Model

The phase-shift model characterizes a smart surface using a
collection of phase shift values, or applying a specific phase
shift as a function of the cell’s position on the surface. This
function is also often referred to as the phase profile, phase
discontinuity, or phase-shift matrix, depending on the context.
As illustrated in Fig. 2(a), the physical abstractions laying
the foundation of the phase-shift model are as follows: The
STAR-IOS can be regarded as a periodic array of either
metallic or dielectric particles. Regardless of the specific
geometric and electromagnetic properties of these particles,
the reflected or transmitted field radiated from the STAR-IOS
can be characterized by the superposition of waves radiated
from different particles, each having a phase delays induced
by the corresponding particle. As a result, the only hardware
features of this model are the positions of the particles, i.e.,
the STAR-IOS elements and their corresponding phase shifts
associated with the reflection and transmission, i.e., ∆φR and
∆φT in Fig. 2(a). The phase-shift model is widely adopted

and convenient to use. However, it is an over-simplified
representation of the actual physical process. As a result, it
cannot accurately characterize either the energy flow at the
surface or the non-local power transfer effects [2].

B. The Load Impedance Model

In the load impedance model, each element is modeled as a
lumped circuit having surface-averaged electric and magnetic
impedances of Ym and Zm. As illustrated in Fig. 2(b), the
physical processes of wave reflection and transmission may be
portrayed as follows: each element of the STAR-IOS is excited
by the incident wave. After being excited, both electrical and
magnetic currents are induced, whose intensity depends on
the effective voltage of the incident wave and the equivalent
load impedance of the circuit element. Finally, the currents
induced generate an EM field, which is radiated towards both
sides of the STAR-IOS. As a result, the hardware features
of the model are the position and load impedances of each
passive element. The problem of determining the field radiated
by the currents flowing through each element is left to deal
with by the channel model. The load impedance model can be
reduced to the phase-shift model by incorporating some further
idealized simplifying assumptions because both the reflection
and transmission coefficients of the surface can be formulated
as a function of the surface impedances. Specifically, the
reflection and transmission coefficients of the mth element
are defined as the ratio between electric fields, which may
be represented by complex numbers [6]. The argument of
the reflection and transmission coefficients for each element
correspond to the phase delay values in phase-shift hardware
model. In light of this, the phase-shift model can be regarded
as a simplified version of the load impedance model.

C. The Generalized Sheet Transition Conditions Model

The generalized sheet transition conditions (GSTC)
model [2] is the most general one of the three hardware models
discussed because it is based on a continuous distribution
of the electric and magnetic polarization densities of the
surface, instead of relying on a finite number of impedance
values. The GSTC model uses the electric and magnetic
susceptibilities as a function of position on the surface for
characterizing the smart surface. According to Maxwell’s
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TABLE II
COMPARING DIFFERENT HARDWARE MODELS FOR STAR-IOSS.

Hardware models Properties used for modeling Apply to Advantages Disadvantages
Phase-shift model Phase shift (delay) values Patch-array based STAR-IOSs Compact and easy to use Oversimplified
Load impedance model Surface averaged impedances Patch-array based STAR-IOSs Compact and accurate Not general
GSTC model Surface susceptibility dyadics Metasurface based STAR-IOSs General and accurate Complicated

equations, the conventional boundary conditions at the surface
describe the discontinuity of the EM field in terms of the
surface electric and magnetic polarization densities. In the
GSTC model, these surface electric and magnetic polarization
densities are induced by the incident field and depend on
the polarizability densities of the material. As illustrated in
Fig. 2(c), the reflected and transmitted fields can be formulated
using only material-dependent surface susceptibility dyadics,
χab(x, y), as a function of the position on the STAR-IOS [2].
Moreover, the surface susceptibility dyadics are determined
by the electric and magnetic polarizabilities of the scatterers,
which are microscopic properties of the material. Thus, the
GSTC model is capable of describing the metasurface based
STAR-IOS implementations relying on small periodic struc-
tures. At the same time, the GSTC model can also be used
for modeling patch-array based implementations by taking the
surface-average of the electric and magnetic polarizabilities
within each element.

D. Summary and Outlook

In Table. II, we summarize the characteristics of the three
STAR-IOS hardware models discussed. The phase-shift and
load impedance models best represent the patch-array based
implementations, while the GSTC model accurately mimics
the metasurface based implementations. At the time of writing,
the existing papers on modeling and analyzing STAR-IOSs
have adopted only the phase-shift model [5-8], which is
a far-field, ray-optics approximation of the actual physical
process. Future directions for STAR-IOS channel hardware
modeling include proposing more physics-compliant models
exploiting the above-mentioned load impedance and GSTC
models. Moreover, based on different STAR-IOS hardware
implementations, the correlation between the phase shifts of
the reflected and transmitted signals should also be considered
during hardware modeling.

IV. CHANNEL MODELS BASED ON ELECTROMAGNETIC
ARGUMENTS

Once the hardware model has been selected, the final step
to reconcile physical implementations with communication
theory is to adopt a channel model for determining the received
signal power. There are various physics-based approaches that
can be used to develop channel models for STAR-IOSs [13]–
[15], hence below we critically appraise five promising ap-
proaches2.

2We would like to point out that there are other existing research works on
the topic of RIS channel modeling. Those works studied the RIS channel in
specific application scenarios based on the conventional ray tracing method.
Since we focus on novel physic-based channel models for STAR-IOSs in this
paper, the contribution of those works are not discussed here.
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A. Far-Field Channel Models

One of the most widely-accepted far-field channel models
is the ray-tracing based one [6]. The ray-tracing technique
has long been adopted as an efficient way to simplify the
calculation of wave propagation and obtain the channel gains
of receivers located within the far-field region3. In addition,
the conventional ray-tracing technique is only compatible with
the phase-shift based STAR-IOS hardware model or the load
impedance model. This is because the ray-tracing technique
assumes a finite number of scatters and studies their sum,
hence it cannot deal with continuous phase profiles.

In the context of analyzing the STAR-IOSs, the ray-tracing
technique relies on the following assumptions:

1) Each element of the STAR-IOSs is treated as a distinct
scatter having a known location and dielectric properties.

2) The wave impinging on the STAR-IOS is regarded as
a collection of rays, each falling on a single element.
Thus, the received bundle of rays is constituted by a
discrete 2-D array instead of a EM field in 3-D space.

3) The interactions between each ray and each element,
including the reflection and transmission, are studied
using geometrical optics instead of wave optics.

B. Near-Field Channel Models

The Huygens-Fresnel principle is a powerful method of
solving the problems of wave propagation in both the far-
field and near-field regions of the STAR-IOS. It states that

3For more technical elaboration on the far-field and near-field channel
models and the boundary between these two field regions, please refer to
[6].
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TABLE III
COMPARING DIFFERENT CHANNEL MODELS FOR STAR-IOSS.

Channel Models Advantages Disadvantages Challenges

Ray-tracing based models Simplistic in form and only apply under certain Describing the channel in
easy to calculate channel gain conditions in far-field regions the near-field regions

Huygens-Fresnel principle based models Fundamental and applies Apply only to free-space Choosing proper wave-front
to near-field regions scenarios or LoS-dominate links to characterize the STAR-IOS

Angular spectrum based models Convenient for designing Apply only to free-space Deciding the boundaries between
desired aperture distributions scenarios or LoS-dominate links different field regions

Equivalent circuit based models Simplistic in form and only apply for linear Describing the channel for system
easy to calculate channel gain system in free-space with non-linear filters

Green’s function method based models Fundamental and apply Complex and requires detailed Choosing proper boundary conditions
to general cases system specifications to characterize the environment

every point on a wavefront is itself the source of spherical
wavelets, and the sum of these spherical wavelets forms the
wavefront. The 2-D wavefront should preferably be located in
the same plane as the STAR-IOS and the contribution to the
received field at each wave point is proportional to its area
on the wavefront, the amplitude of the corresponding wavelet,
the leaning factor at each point on the wavefront, and to the
reciprocal of the distance between each point on the wavefront
and the receiver.

The Huygens-Fresnel principle based near-field channel
model is the best suited one for studying the wavefront
transformation function of the STAR-IOSs. For example, if the
incident field is a plane wave, then its wavefront evaluated at
any plane should be of a uniform amplitude associated with a
linear phase profile. Suppose we adopt the simplest phase-shift
STAR-IOS hardware model, then a wavefront transformation
from a plane wave to other plane waves can be realized by
implementing a linear phase gradient for both the reflection
and the transmission coefficients. Despite all the numerous
advantages of the Huygens-Fresnel principle based channel
models, they are only best suited for describing the free-space
systems. For wireless networks involving both STAR-IOS and
other uncontrollable scatters in the environment, we have to
relay on other channel models.

C. Other Channel Models

1) Green’s Function Method Based Channel Models: The
Green’s function method is a mathematical procedure of solv-
ing inhomogeneous linear differential equations. According to
Maxwell’s equations, the electromagnetic field on both sides of
the STAR-IOS satisfies the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equa-
tion. The Helmholtz equation represents the wave function,
that links the spatial derivative and the time derivative of the
field with the source. Additionally, for fully characterizing
the field, a boundary condition [14] is needed. Depending
on the type receiver analyzed, the closed surface boundary
should enclose the space, where the target receiver is located.
This closed surface is formed by an infinitely large plane at
the smart surface and a hemisphere having a radius tending
to infinity. The boundary condition can be expressed as the
complex value of the EM field at the surface, which is known
as the Dirichlet boundary condition, or as the derivative of
the EM field along the direction perpendicular to the surface,
which is known as the Neumann boundary condition. The
critical challenge of the Green’s function based channel model
is to choose the appropriate boundary conditions, since all the

information carried by the STAR-IOS can only be conveyed
through the boundary conditions. In light of this, the Green’s
function based channel models are more compatible with
the GSTC hardware model since they both are capable of
characterizing detailed properties of the smart surface.

2) Angular Spectrum Based Channel Models: They also
rely on the Huygens-Fresnel principle. However, instead
of calculating the channel gain using the Fresnel-Kirchhoff
diffraction formula, the model exploits the fact that the EM
fields on both sides of the STAR-IOS having any arbitrary
distributions can be regarded as a collection of plane waves
travelling in different directions. In light of this, provided
that the spectrum of this collection of plane waves can be
determined, the channel gain can also be derived at any point.
In angular spectrum based channel models, the wavefront is
chosen as the plane in which the STAR-IOS lies. In the field
of antenna design, the 2-D spatial distribution of the EM
field at this chosen wavefront is referred to as the aperture
distribution [12], characterizing the complex-valued amplitude
as a function of position on the smart surface. An essential
statement that empowered the angular spectrum based channel
models is that the plane-wave angular spectrum of an arbitrary
wave form can be given by the Fourier transform of the
aperture distribution [15]. In general, an arbitrary aperture dis-
tribution can be expressed as a Fourier expansion of a series of
plane waves having different wave numbers. Correspondingly,
the radiation obeying this aperture distribution can be ex-
pressed as a spectrum of plane waves. More detailed inspection
shows that not all the wave numbers in the Fourier expansion
of the aperture distribution correspond to propagating waves.
In fact, aperture distributions having large wave number values
give rise to evanescent waves. These waves does not propagate
well, because they decay exponentially with distance, hence
they do not usefully contribute to the received power beyond a
few wavelengths. As shown in Fig. 3, the field region affected
by these evanescent waves is termed as the reactive near-field
region.

3) Equivalent Circuit Based Channel Models: Instead of
studying the propagation or generation of the EM wave,
the equivalent circuit based channel models characterize the
channel between the STAR-IOS and the receivers using a
linear transformation [13]. Explicitly, in this model, each
element and receiver is represented by specific ports of the
circuit. The overall circuit consists of a collection of load
impedances. The total number of ports is equal to the number
of STAR-IOS elements plus the number of receiving antennas.
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Each port has different voltages and hence carries different
current. The load impedance matrix relates these voltages and
currents to each other by a linear transformation. Thus, at the
receiving ports, the time-averaged power can be calculated as
the product of the current and voltage. However, in general
cases, the EM field response of the elements is not linear. As
a result, we believe that the validity of the model in general
scenarios has to be further justified.

D. Summary and Outlook

Most existing studies of STAR-IOSs have adopted a far-
field channel model for characterizing the channel gain as
well as channel fading. This is valid for outdoor wireless
communication over large distances. However, for indoor
scenarios, particularly, when the STAR-IOS is of larger size,
near-field models and other more physically-compliant models
need to be considered. In addition, future studies of STAR-
IOS-aided channel modeling also should take into account the
frequency-selective response of STAR-IOS elements. These
practical considerations will benefit the performance analysis
and system optimization of STAR-IOS-aided communication
networks. In conclusion, in Table III, all five channel models
are summarised in terms of their advantages, disadvantages,
and challenges, as the main takeaway message of the paper.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the implementation and modeling of STAR-
IOSs was presented. Specifically, we pointed out that STAR-
IOSs can can be implemented relying on both patch-array
based and metasurface based technologies. Successful pro-
totypes and hardware models of the STAR-IOS were also
presented to illustrate how independent control of the re-
flected and transmitted signals can be achieved. Then, channel
models with different levels of accuracy were summarized
and compared. Since the STAR-IOS concept is capable of
supporting multiple users, future directions of studying STAR-
IOSs include the research of their practical operating proto-
cols, designing multiple access schemes, and finding further
application scenarios.
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